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Gonzenbach, Derek L. Setup Time Reduction of Medical Device Assembly Process and the
application of single minute exchange of dies (SMED) concepts
Abstract
The purpose of this field research project was to examine the current state of the
complete changeover process between a 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg product configuration for both
identical manufacturing lines A and B, implement SMED tool, and develop a new changeover
system to allow for future reduction of the overall setup time by 50%. Reduction of time
between changeovers increased the ability of Phillips Medical to be more efficient, flexible, and
adaptive to future customer demand.
In order complete this study, an examination of the current state of changeovers on line A
and line B was conducted. Upon examination of the current state, the changeover operations
conducted at each station was identified as internal and external setup operations. The
examination allowed for an understanding of which operations could be performed when the
assembly line is manufacturing assemblies or when the individual stations are idle between
assembly lots. Once the setup operations were identified each individual operation was
optimized or eliminated through streamlining and standardization methods. The future state
changeover process includes new standardized instructions for all operators and technicians to
reference during each changeover process. The training and instructions ensure equal instruction
and transfer of training for the future state changeover assessment.
According to the results of the former/previous assessments of changeovers, the new
changeover system and SMED implementations indicate the potential of an overall reduction of
73% for a 0.15mg Generic to a 0.3mg Generic configuration changeover and a reduction of 75%
in overall changeover time for 0.15mg Generic to a 0.3mg Generic configuration.
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Chapter I: Introduction
The progressive medical device manufacturing industry is constantly changing as the
needs of patients and technological advancements transform on a daily basis. High quality
expectations from customer and governmental agencies add to the already complex and
extremely competitive market (Duggan, 2007; Kuntz, 2007). It is common for companies to
implement continuous improvement projects to ensure their company’s prosperity and future.
Continuous improvement efforts, otherwise referred to as kaizen events, focus on the common
objective of increasing the overall efficiency and effectiveness of a process (Santos, Torres, &
Wysk, 2006).
In order for manufacturing facilities to remain profitable they must meet their customer’s
ever changing needs. The principles of lean manufacturing allow for increased flexibility
regarding order sizes and quantities. When quantifying the time spent on individual process
steps on an annual basis the reduction of setup time can substantially impact the ability to serve
the customer and optimize resource utilization. Lean practices such as the elimination of
unneeded processes, actions, and activities are applicable to processes business wide. In order to
prove the effectiveness of a process an evaluation is necessary. The evaluation of the current
state of a process shows where improvements and opportunities exist regarding reducing setup
time and waste (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Within the past year, Phillips Medical has undergone a full validation of an additional
identical assembly line, multiple new product configurations, and a nearly doubled demand for
2011. In accordance with Phillips Medical validation procedures the additional assembly line, a
new product platform launch, and customer demand increase involves new setup, documentation,
and process requirements. According to the current assembly processing data from Phillips
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Medical located in Menomonie, Wisconsin a complete changeover takes 3 to 4 hours. The
current assembly line throughput is 350 finished assemblies per hour, which equates to a
potential output of 1,050 – 1,400 assemblies that are lost during 3 to 4 hours of down time during
a changeover. This study examined the current state of the complete changeover process which
indicated areas where tools and implementations can be introduced to reduce overall setup time.
Statement of the Problem
The former state of a complete changeover in an assembly process between the 0.15 mg
and 0.3 mg product configuration was very time consuming taking anywhere from 3 to 4 hours.
Manufacturing line A and line B, which are examined in this study, produce a completed
assembly that contains a pharmaceutical product. The assembled drug product is shelf life
sensitive; therefore timely batch turns and setup time optimization is critical in regards to the
overall finished product delivery to the customer.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the current state of the complete changeover
process between a 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg product configuration for both identical Manufacturing
lines A and line B and implement process improvements to reduce setup time, referred as SMED
tools and develop a new changeover system to allow for future reduction of the overall setup
time by 50%. Reducing the overall setup time by 50% would equate to roughly $4000 of
additional assemblies shipped per month. It would increase the ability of Phillips Medical to be
more efficient, flexible, and adaptive to future customer demand.
Assumptions of the Study
1. All of the assembly operators of Phillips Medical are aware of the study and we will be
willing to participate in the study.
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2. The setup reduction time tools will be in compliance to Title 21 CFR 210 and 211
regulations and requirements. Title 21 is The Code of Federal Regulations for Food and
Drugs. Parts 210 and 211 regard the cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice
Regulations) in manufacturing, processing, packing, or holding of Drugs and finished
pharmaceuticals (FDA, 2005).
3. Participants of the study will not deviate from normal setup practices during the study.
4. Management and employees will be supportive of the purpose of the study and will
cooperate to the best of their ability and provide accurate data for this examination.
5. The changeover tools will contribute to error reduction as operators will be trained and
the changeover process will be more standardized and controlled.
Definition of Terms
Baseline. An understanding of a facility’s knowledge, understanding, and capability
regarding any training or improvement activity (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Benchmarking. Developing an understanding of a facilities knowledge, understanding,
and capability regarding any training or improvement activity (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
cGMP. Current Good Manufacturing Practices (FDA, 2005).
CFR- Code of Federal Regulations (FDA, 2005).
Continuous improvement. The relentless challenge of the status quo with the regard to
the elimination of waste and customer satisfaction, which is also known as Kaizen process
(Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Defects. Irregular products that interfere with productivity, stopping the flow of high
quality products (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006).
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External setup operations. Setup operations that can be performed while the machine or
process is still running, such as transporting materials or parts (Shingo, 1981/1989).
ICS. Phillips Medical acronym which stands for Inventory Control Specialist
Inactivities. Machines with idle time or operators with idle time. (Santos, Torres, &
Wysk, 2006).
Internal setup operations. Setup operations that can be performed only when a machine
or process is stopped, such as removing dies (Shingo, 1981/1989).
Inventory. Material stored as raw material, work-in-progress (WIP), and final products
(Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006).
Just in time manufacturing (JIT). The manufacturing philosophy of producing only
what a customer needs and only when they need it. (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Kaizen. A Japanese word that means to change for the good (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Kaizen tools. Continuous improvement tools (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006).
KPI. A “key performance indicator” is a measurement that strongly supports and
facilitates achieving a critical goal of the organization (Vorne, 2007).
Lead time. A productivity metric that consists of the period of time between the start of
any process of production and the completion of a process. (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006).
Lean manufacturing. The systematic elimination of waste (Santos, Torres, & Wysk,
2006).
Operations. The discrete stage at which a worker may work on different products, that
is, a human temporal and spatial flow that consistently centers around the worker (Robinson,
1990).
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Overproduction. Producing unnecessary products when they are not needed and in
greater quantities than required (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006).
Parallel operations. The strategy of dividing setup operations between two setup
operators to reduce the overall amount of time to complete each setup operation (Santos, Torres,
& Wysk, 2006).
Phillips Medical. Medical Molding and Assembly Operation Facility owned by Phillips
Plastics Corporation located in Menomonie, WI.
Poka Yoke. A Japanese word that means art of error-proofing operations (Robinson,
1990)
Processes. Tasks accepted as necessary to complete production process (Santos, Torres,
& Wysk, 2006).
PST/PSS. Phillips Medical acronym which stands for production support technician
QT. Phillips Medical acronym which stands for quality technician
Setup reduction. Techniques which reduce the elapsed time required to changeover a
machine from manufacturing part “A” to part “B” (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
SMED. “Single minute exchange of dies.” A comprehensive methodology that has often
reduced setup times which took hours to less than ten minutes (Robinson, 1990).
Spaghetti diagram. The visual examination and mapping of the distance traveled and the
number of stops during a process (Carreira, 2005).
Takt time. The available production time divided by the rate of the customer demand
(Womack & Jones, 1996).
TPS. Toyota production system (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006).
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Transportation. Material handling between internal sections (Santos, Torres, & Wysk,
2006).
Value stream mapping. The methodology of examining and creating a picture of all the
contributing processes that occur in a company beginning with a customer order to when the
customer receives the product (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Waste. Anything other than the minimum amount of people, time, equipment, material,
part, and space required to add value to the product (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
WIP. Work in progress (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
5S. Keys to workplace organization and housekeeping (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
Limitations of the Study
1. This study is limited to Phillips Medical white room assembly processes.
2. The study is focused on only setup time reduction.
3. The participants would have completed the PST (production support technician) or QT
(quality technician) training within the past year
Methodology
In the evaluation of the current state of the changeover process at Phillips Medical on
assembly line A and line B, the single minute exchange of dies (SMED) methodology was
applied with the objective to streamline the setup process and reduce the overall time that is
required to conduct a complete changeover in the future. The study will consisted of six main
steps which are derived from SMED methodology (Shingo, 1983/1985). The first step was the
evaluation of the current state of a complete changeover on manufacturing line A and line B.
The evaluation included identifying all the individual setup activities and performing a time
study to evaluate the total length of time it takes for each corresponding activity. The second
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step consisted of the determination of the internal and external setup processes. This consisted of
classifying each individual task from step one and categorizing them into internal and external
processes. Step three consisted of trying to convert internal and external processes. The
conversion of internal and external processes consisted of reexamining operations and
determining ways to convert internal processes to external processes. Step four consisted of
streamlining both external and internal processes at each individual assembly station. Step five
consisted of standardization of both internal and external processes. Lastly, step six is testing of
all of the implementations. Similarly to step one, the future testing would include a time study
that will evaluate the total length it takes for a complete change over after streamlining and
standardization.
Summary
With the recent validation of an additional identical assembly line and a nearly doubled
demand for 2011, the six steps of the SMED methodology were applied to the current state of the
changeover process to reduce the overall time of complete changeover in an assembly process in
the white room at Phillips Medical. The objective of implementing the SMED tools and
implementations is to implement SMED concepts to allow for a future reduction in the overall
setup time by 50%. This reduction in overall setup time will allow Phillips Medical to be more
efficient, flexible, and adaptive to future customer demand.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
The development of continuous improvement and lean manufacturing strategies in
manufacturing became prominent in the United States manufacturing industry during the
revolution of modern industrial techniques in the early twentieth century (Santos, Torres, &
Wysk, 2006). Lean concepts were applied even as far back as the early mass production times of
Ford. Lean manufacturing is defined as the application and identification of most efficient
manufacturing practices that will eliminate waste and process variation (Ford, 1926; Herron,
2007; Ohno, 1978/1988; Womack & Jones, 1996). This literature review will cover topics such
as the history of lean thinking, synergy of lean manufacturing and single minute exchange of dies
(SMED) principles, lean manufacturing and waste elimination, waste elimination and setup
reduction with SMED implementation, SMED application in industry, identification of internal
and external setup operations, the standardization from SMED implementation, the transfer and
training of SMED implementation, and organizational improvements and customer focus with
SMED Implementation.
Lean Manufacturing and SMED Principles
As the manufacturing markets became more competitive and the success of firms became
more transparent in the early 1900’s businesses around the globe were in pursuit of
manufacturing excellence and waste elimination, or later known as lean thinking. According to
Womack & Jones (1996):
Lean thinking can be summarized in five principles: precisely specify value by specific
product, identify the value stream for each product, make value flow without
interruptions, let customer pull value from the producer, and pursue perfection. (p. 10)
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Continuous improvement or the consistent change in processes for overall process
improvement was adopted by Taiichi Ohno post World War II. While at Toyoda Gosei, Ohno
benchmarked the original and successful improvement efforts of Henry Ford’s manufacturing
strategies. Henry Ford, a sponsor of mass production, focused on waste elimination in mass
production in the early 1900’s in the US (Ford, 1926; Ohno, 1978/1988; Rubrich & Watson,
2004). According to Shingo (1987/1988) “The Ford System seems to be an improvement of
processes and not merely of operations” (p. 386). The Japanese collaborative focus on waste
elimination and continuous improvement efforts lead to the development of the Toyota
production system and just-in-time production strategy. Through years of improvements and
implementation the pioneering managers at Toyota, such as Ohno and Shingo, substantially
improved upon the methods with the intent to be better than the global competition (Rubrich &
Watson, 2004; Womack & Jones, 1996). Ohno updated the original methods benchmarked from
Ford, yet additionally he focused on excess capacity. The reduction in waste in existing capacity
allows for less hesitation in new costs associated with business development and increased
competition (Ohno, 1978/1988).
The implicit operating rules of the Toyota Production System (TPS) and its
methodologies lead to lean tools such as just in time (JIT), SMED (single minute exchange of
die), and Kaizen events (Herron, 2007; Ohno, 1978/1988). The primary objective of lean tools
was to increase operational efficiency and facilitate smooth production flow; however that could
only be achieved if machine changeovers were drastically reduced (Goddart, 1986; Rubrich &
Watson, 2004; Womack & Jones, 1996).
In the early 1950’s Toyota recognized the need for rapid changeovers of their large dies.
With the motivation from Ohno and the TPS principles, Shigeo Shingo introduced the single
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minute exchange of dies methodology, which focused on the examination and optimization of
overall setup operations. The single minute exchange of dies methodology refined and
developed over a period of nineteen years. SMED implementations allows for reduction in
changeover activities that would normally take hours to single digit minutes (King, 2009; Ohno,
1978/1988, Shingo, 1983/1985).
Waste Elimination and Setup Time Reduction with SMED Implementation
The utilization of lean tools allows for the elimination of non-value added activities or
waste with the objective of making companies more profitable and efficient (Ford, 1926; Herron,
2007; Ohno, 1978/1988). Hiroyuko Hirano defined waste as “everything that is not absolutely
essential” (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006). Shigeo Shingo, a leading expert in Toyota
production system (TPS), identified seven common wastes in manufacturing operations which
include: overproduction, inventory, transportation, defects, processes, operations, and inactivites
(Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006; Shingo, 1987/1988). In agreement with the previously
mentioned seven common wastes, Rubrich and Watson (2004) also include underutilized human
resources as the eighth waste in a manufacturing operation. There is high emphasis on
equipment and hardware assets, however people as a resource are rarely included as an eighth
common waste.
The waste of overproduction occurs when the quantity of goods produced is more than
the quantity of goods which are actually sold. This form of waste can be greatly reduced by
efforts that reduce lead time. Reducing lead time increases the overall capacity for future orders
and customer demand (Goddart, 1986; Robinson, 1990; Shingo, 1983/1985). Waiting or delay in
the setup process ultimately affects the customer as they must wait longer for the end product.
An examination, such as a time and motion study, allows for the understanding of where
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improvement is needed in a setup process. The elimination of unneeded waiting time will allow
for more throughput and opportunity to be more competitive to meet the customer’s needs in a
timely matter (Birmingham & Jelinek, 2007; Goddart, 1986; Shingo, 1983/1985). Idle time and
waiting is another common form of waste. Idle time can be caused by waiting for material
deliveries, inspection, waiting for information, and waiting for equipment cycle time (Carreira,
2005; Shingo, 1987/1988).
Transportation is also a common waste in the manufacturing value stream.
Transportation consists of moving material by hand, truck, or conveying equipment (Ford, 1926;
Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Shingo, 1987/1988). According to Ohno (1978/1988) “Regardless of
how much workers move, it does not mean work has been done” (p.125). Transportation wastes
can be examined through time and motion studies to determine improvement areas and best
practices to complete tasks regarding movement (Ford, 1922; Robinson, 1990). A common time
and motion tool is a spaghetti diagram. A spaghetti diagram is the visual examination and
mapping of the distance traveled and the number of stops during a process (Carreira, 2005;
Womack & Jones, 1996).
Correspondingly, waste can be in the form of defective products or processes. In the
instance when defects are produced, a company will experience loss of time to correct the
problem, which directly affects the throughput to the customer and leads to less profitability
(Robinson, 1990, Shingo, 1987/1988). According to Juran and Godfrey (1999), “An important
element of manufacturing planning is the concept of designing the process to be error free
through error proofing” (p. 22.24). Understanding the potential for errors and defects and
ensuring that the defect will never occur again can be achieved by means of error proofing or
poka-yoke. Such methods are commonly used in manufacturing (Robinson, 1990).
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Rubrich and Watson (2004) indicate that underutilized human resources are also a
common form of waste. This waste occurs when there is a lack of involvement and participation
in value added activities. Human resources have a direct affect on the overall profitability of the
company; therefore human personnel should be trained and utilized to their potential to add value
to the process, company, and customer (Rubrich & Watson, 2004). A creative method to
increase employee utilization is to allow for employees to conduct parallel operations which will
significantly reduce the amount of time to complete an entire operation such as a changeover
(Birmingham & Jelinek, 2007; Shingo, 1987/1988).
Manufacturing wastes also exist in the form of unneeded or unnecessary processes or
operations. Although processes may appear to be necessary or value added it can be found that
some processes can be eliminated, combined, or transformed after a formal evaluation of the
entire operation due to the fact that they do not add value (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006;
Shingo, 1987/1988).
Lastly, another common waste found in manufacturing is inventory. Inventory wastes are
found in many forms such as raw materials, WIP, finished goods, or even office supplies.
Excess inventories can be detrimental to businesses as they hide unseen problems in the
manufacturing value stream (Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Shingo, 1987/1988).
Value stream mapping is an effective lean tool that identifies excessive wastes of the
value stream of manufacturing by examining both value added and non-value added processes
required to produce and ship a product. Value stream mapping examines each element of a
process with the focus of waste elimination and efficiency. The examination of the entire flow
allows for excess and unnecessary inventory to be more transparent for overall improvement
efforts and elimination of redundant and wasteful activities (Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Womack
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& Jones, 1996). King (2009) indicated that “value stream mapping provides insight into where
SMED can have the biggest benefit” (p. 32). Similarly, according to Ohno, “Eliminating
manufacturing waste is not the problem, identifying it is” (Rubrich & Watson, 2004). Of all of
the forms of waste inventory is considered to have to most impact on organizations due to the
frequently overlooked inventory carrying costs (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006; Shingo,
1987/1988). Similar to value stream mapping, process flow charting identifies each individual
process step and the associated tasks and categorizes them into value added and non-value added
activities. The primary difference between value stream mapping and process flow charting is
that value stream mapping also includes the flow of information (Rubrich & Watson, 2004).
A key methodology derived from the Toyota production system is the reduction of setup
and change over times by means of elimination of process wastes. Shingo helped develop the
SMED or single minute exchange of dies which is also referred to as a quick setup or changeover
(Birmingham & Jelinek, 2007; Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Shingo, 1983/1985). Although setup
procedures vary between processes and businesses there are four fundamental steps of each setup
process. The first step is a preparation step, which includes after process adjustment and
checking of materials. The second step consists of mounting or moving of tools or parts. The
third step consists of measurement, setting, or calibration. The last step in a setup process
consists of a trial run or final adjustments. Each of the four foundational setup steps are
examined and improved by the use of SMED implementations (Rubrich & Watson, 2004;
Shingo, 1983/1985).
SMED Application in Industry
In a continuous flow production environment raw materials are converted through
operations into the finished product. These individual operations directly impact the overall time
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it takes to complete a finished assembly and fill a customer order (Shingo, 1983/1985). The
adoption and implementation of single minute exchange of dies (SMED) concept is a commonly
used method to improve the overall setup process (Goddart, 1986; Shingo, 1983/1985). SMED
implementations allow for increased production capacity without adding additional equipment
(Birmingham & Jelinek, 2007; Shingo, 1983/1985). In large lot size environments there are
reduced number of changeovers, therefore the impact on overall throughput is less transparent.
However, the reduction in setup time in industries with discrete lot sizes allows for increase in
overall throughput (Goddart, 1986; Shingo, 1983/1985). According to Goddart (1986), “If you
can get setup times to approach zero time, order quantities can approach one” (p. 19). The
Toyota production system concentrated on the ability to produce small lot sizes with quick setups
(Ohno, 1978/1988).
SMED implementations can be compared to a racing pit crew conducting a pit stop.
Manufacturers strive to change product configurations much like a pit crew strives to change out
the tires or fill the gasoline on a car. Both the manufacturer and the pit crew try to accomplish
the necessary tasks with the least amount of down time possible. Eliminating downtime during
each phase of changeovers increases profitability, job security, stability, and growth
(Birmingham & Jelinek, 2007; Shingo, 1983/1985). The understanding and categorization of
each individual step within a process along with the variable time and motion data associated
with each step allows for a baseline or current state as the first conceptual phase of SMED
application (Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Shingo, 1983/1985).
As previously mentioned an entire process can be broken into tasks and categorized into
both value added and non-value added activities. Similarly, during a setup or changeover
process these individual tasks can be categorized into two main categories; internal and external
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setup operations. The second conceptual phase of a SMED application is separating the external
setup operations from the internal operations. Understanding and strategizing the tasks that can
be done while the machine is running as well as determining which tasks require the machine or
line to be down can reduce the overall setup process 30 to 50% without any substantial capital
investment (Shingo, 1981/1989).
Identification of Internal and External Setup Operations
The third phase of SMED application is converting the internal and external setup
operations. The process of converting either of the setup operations requires a reevaluation of
the internal operations to ensure that they were appropriately categorized as an internal operation
or vice versa. Similarly, the exploration of potential alternatives for each internal operation
could allow for a portion of the internal processes to be completed simultaneously while the line
is running, which would reduce the overall downtime during an internal operation (Santos,
Torres, & Wysk, 2006; Shingo, 1983/1985). According to Santos, Torres, & Wysk (2006, p.
130) “Development of this stage can achieve, in some cases, setup process times nearing single
minutes (< 10 minutes).”
Streamlining Internal and External Setup Processes
The fourth conceptual phase of SMED application is streamlining both the internal and
external setup processes. Streamlining internal setup operations can be achieved by the
implementation of parallel operations, use of quick removal attachments, elimination of
adjustments, and use of mechanization (Shingo, 1983/1985). Parallel operations allow for setup
time of a process to be reduced in half due to the division of movements for each process by
utilizing multiple employees to complete a task. Even an unskilled worker can conduct parallel
operations effectively and offer improvement to the changeover process. In order to ensure
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maximum results it is recommended that workers signal when parallel operations are completed
to eliminate confusion or double work (Shingo, 1983/1985; Shingo, 1987/1988). Rubrich and
Watson (2004) said “Technology alone does not insure success, teamwork, using and supporting
technology to focus on the customer’s requirements, does ensure success” (p. 11).
Another method of streamlining is the implementation of quick removal attachments and
fasteners. Streamlined quick removal attachments can be achieved by replacing multiple
fasteners with a clamping mechanism. Likewise, the elimination of adjustments can be achieved
by reducing that amount of adjustable machine parameters by introducing calibrated machined
gauge blocks or fixturing. The introduction of mechanization should only be considered a last
resort in efforts to reduce adjustment as it offers only a temporary diversion of the faults in the
setup process design (Shingo, 1983/1985).
Similar to internal operations, external operations can be streamlined by improving the
storage or organization of parts, documentation, and essential tools used in external tasks
(Shingo, 1983/1985). Placing tools in the same place on carts or shadow boards allows for a
significant reduction in external setup operations. To ensure maximum efficiency of external
setup activities tool carts should not be stored in separate areas (Birmingham & Jelinek, 2007).
One critical aspect of streamlining both the internal and external operations is achieving balance
amongst internal and external setup operations (Carreira, 2005).
Standardization of Internal and External Setup Processes
The next conceptual phase of SMED application is standardization. According to
Masaaki (1986) standards are “a set of policies, rules, directives, and procedures established by
management for all major operations, which serves as guidelines that enable all employees to
perform their job successfully” (p. xxiv). There are two main standardization types: shape
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standardization and function standardization. An example of shape standardization is by making
all of the bolts or fasteners the same size and fastener head type. However, function
standardization concentrates on only parts that are necessary for the setup operations.
Standardization by function can be achieved by analyzing each function and assembly station to
understand where it can be implemented (Shingo, 1983/1985). Standardized work was defined
by Toyota as the optimized combination of materials, machines, and workers (Masaaki, 1986).
Implementations such as visible arrangement storage can be implemented to standardize and
define locations for change over tools and components (Rubrich & Watson, 2004). Other
methods such as one touch implementations using wedges or clamping apparatuses can reduce
setup operations significantly (Shingo, 1981/1989). It is sometimes necessary to create a new
feature or add new functionalities when standardizing. The development of regulations and
restrictions for future specifications moving forward in a setup reduction can offer benefits of
this phase of SMED (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006; Shingo, 1987/1988).
The final phase of a SMED application to a change over process is testing or reviewing
the progress from the previous SMED phase implementations. Conducting a time study identical
to the method used in the initial determination of the baseline will allow for an equal comparison
to post implementation state of the setup process. Once the improvements are known to the team
most companies forget the most important aspect of this phase is emphasis on continuous
improvement efforts (Rubrich & Watson, 2004). If the goals were met the team should be
congratulated and be allowed to communicate to other employees or staff. Next, they should
move on to the next setup challenge. If the initial changeover goal is not met then the problem
should be reviewed and new eyes such as consultants or new team members should be added to
the project team with the objective to eliminate project complacency. The conclusion of a setup
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reduction project should allow for a detailed representation of the amount of time saved and
various kinds of wastes reduced (Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Shingo 1983/1985).
Transfer and Training of SMED Implementation
One of the most critical aspects to SMED implementation and transfer into production is
operator training. A business strategy such as a setup reduction project and the organizational
culture must correctly align with scope of the training implementation in order for business
performance improvements to occur. There are five qualities organizations must possess in order
for training to succeed. The five qualities include alignment, anticipation, alliance, application,
and accountability (Gill, 2008). The first quality, alignment, must create a link connecting the
performance objectives and each of the individual employee expectations. In regards to
anticipation organizations should promote a want to learn atmosphere prior to training
implementation (Gill, 2008; Shingo 1983/1985). It is equally important to clearly identify what
the training information will accomplish for the employees as well as the organization.
Similarly, management and executives are essential in culture of training and information
retention. It is important that leaders support and genuinely promote the training which is
described as total acceptance (Gill, 2008; Rubrich & Watson, 2004). The project sponsor and
leaders should provide opportunities to use what employees learned and provide for them means
of application. The last quality an organization must possess for successful training
implementation is accountability. All who underwent training need to question the results of the
training and as well as application of knowledge in order to continuously improve. The answers
to such questions will give them direction for further improvement efforts. A continuously
improving culture that fosters learning and development is needed for business performance
improvements to occur and be sustained (Gill, 2008; Hayes & Wheelwright 1984). As
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previously mentioned the early successes from the Toyota production system were witnessed in
the automotive industry and did not develop as early in other industry applications such as
medical device manufacturing. One of the primary constraints in the development of lean in
medical devices organizations is the lack of development of a lean thinking culture. Although
the intentions are there in the form of lean tool implementations such as value stream mapping,
SMED, and kaizen, the lean way of thinking is what is lacking. In order to make a difference in
the bottom line the company must adopt a lean thinking culture in order to reach operation
excellence (Duggan, 2007; Gill, 2008; Womack & Jones, 1996).
Communication is also a key element in the overall success in an improvement effort as it
improves the ability to anticipate an upcoming change. One example regarding a SMED
changeover implementation would be a visual indicator that would communicates when and
where the next changeover would be in the area where the changeover will occur such as a visual
board. This will help employees anticipate and prepare individual stations accordingly. With
management support and open communication SMED implementations performance objectives
can be attained (Gill, 2008).
Organizational Improvements and Customer Focus with SMED Implementation
The intention of conducting a lean implementation such as setup reduction project is to
improve the organization and make it more flexible to the customer’s needs. Setup reduction
projects, such as SMED implementations, are commonly adopted by various manufacturing
businesses because they are easily implemented, low in overall cost, and provide instantaneous
results (Rubrich & Watson, 2004). SMED implementations offer a multitude of organizational
improvements and benefits (Shingo, 1983/1985).
1. Increased machine utilization and production capacity.
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2. Elimination of setup errors through standardization.
3. Quality improvements as regulatory events can occur in advance or externally.
4. Improved operational safety due to simplicity of setups.
5. Cleaner and more organized work environment.
6. Ability to produce smaller lot sizes and increased flexibility for customer.
7. Reduction in down time for changeover processes
8. Lower overall operating expenses
One of the key principles of operations management is determining the order variety and
order size. In some cases lengthy change over activities dictate order campaigns; however setup
reduction implementations derived from basic SMED principles significantly reduce the amount
of lost capacity incurred during smaller lot sizes and configuration changes. The ability to be
more flexible and process smaller orders can also reduce the risk of loss in circumstances where
rejects or defects are found. The objective of any manufacturing operation is to be profitable.
SMED techniques have a history of success regarding the reduction in change over time. The
reduction in change over time increases the business’s overall ability to successfully meet the
customer’s ever-changing needs and reach operational excellence (Duggan, 2007; King, 2009).
Whether it is a lean implementation or strategic corporate goal, organizations implement
metrics or key performance indicators to measure success. When KPI’s (key performance
indicators) align with the corporate objectives the success of the lean implementation and its
associated success can be measured. For example, during SMED implementation if a
corporation would like to reduce overall down time the key performance indicator would be the
overall changeover time for that process. Similarly, if an organization would like to improve
quality the key performance indicator relating directly to SMED implementation would be
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startup rejects (Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Vorne, 2007). Furthermore, if a company’s goal is to
increase its ability to meet its customer’s demand the key performance indicator of a SMED
implementation would be estimated time of completion of a finished part or lot. In regards to
overall productivity of an organization, the pieces per hour would be a KPI affected by SMED
implementation. Similar to the principles of lean, key performance indicators provide a
company and its employees with a forward looking metric with the intention of overall
improvement of the company (Lubben, 1988; Vorne, 2007).
The ultimate goal of any lean implementation is to meet the customers’ expectations and
achieve a higher level of customer satisfaction. As stated by Ford, who was a well known lean
manufacturing supporter, “It’s not the employer who pays the wages, employers only handle the
money. It’s the customer who pays the wages” (Rubrich & Watson, 2004). The evolution of a
more competitive manufacturing marketplace and evolving technology caused the need for
process optimization and lean manufacturing. The fundamentals of the Toyota Production
System and SMED implementations are based of organizational improvement to better serve the
customer’s needs (Herron, 2007; Womack & Jones, 1996).
Summary
The objective of lean thinking was simply stated by Hirano as “eliminating everything
that is not essential” or commonly known as waste (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006; Shingo,
1987/1988). The elimination of waste allows for increased operational efficiency and facilitates
smooth production flow; however that could only be achieved if machine changeovers were
drastically reduced (Goddart, 1986; Rubrich & Watson, 2004; Womack & Jones, 1996). The
traditional approaches to setup activities were very time consuming and inefficient.
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After nearly 30 years of being refined SMED implementations have been commonly
adopted because they are easily implemented and have low implications regarding costs
(Robinson, 1990). Although each business has their individual improvement needs, SMED
concepts can be applied to a wide variety of processes to increase machine utilization and
capacity at little to no capital cost. The basic determination of what can or cannot be carried out
in advance to an actual changeover activity the second foundational element of SMED. Once the
identification of internal and external setup processes have been achieved and streamlined, setup
processes can achieve single minutes (Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006). Significant time savings
and change-over reductions of 30-50 percent can be achieved from SMED implementations
without significant capital investment (Robinson, 1990; Shingo, 1981/1989). SMED
implementations also offer increased employee involvement during changeover activities.
SMED implementations increase accountability on all levels of employees to reach corporate
goals and ensure continued improvement, thus improving the corporate culture through
employee empowerment. The combination of reduction in lead time, increased asset utilization,
and improved corporate culture will allow for future success in meeting the needs of the
customers. The utilization of lean tools allows for the elimination of non-value added activities
or waste with the objective of making companies more profitable and efficient (Ford, 1926;
Herron, 2007; Ohno, 1978/1988). Although businesses around the globe differ in the products
they make and the customers they serve SMED is a universal lean tool that offers transparent
success at a very low cost (Shingo 1981/1989).
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Chapter III: Methodology
In order for operational excellence there must be a goal or an objective. Once a corporate
objective has been determined the appropriate lean application and associated methodologies can
be applied. If the corporate objective is to reduce overall down time, such as the goal of this
research project, the key performance indicator would be the overall changeover time for the
setup process (Vorne, 2007). The implementation of single minute exchange of dies (SMED)
concepts allows for the reduction of downtime during changeovers (Birmingham & Jelinek,
2007).
At Phillips Medical the previous state of a complete assembly line change over process
between the 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg product configuration was very time consuming and took
anywhere from 3-4 hours. The assembled drug product is shelf life sensitive; therefore timely
batch turns and setup time optimization is critical in regards to the overall finished product
delivery to the customer.\
Improvement Procedures
In the evaluation of the current state of the changeover process at Phillips Medical on
assembly line A and line B, the SMED methodologies and tools were applied with the objective
to streamline and standardize the current changeover process and develop a new changeover
system. The SMED implementations and new changeover system implementation carried out in
this thesis can be applied to achieve future reduction of the overall time that is required to
conduct a complete changeover. The study consisted of six main steps which were derived from
SMED methodology (Shingo, 1983/1985).
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Step 1: Evaluation of Current State of Changeover Process.
The first step was to evaluate the current state of a complete changeover on
manufacturing line A and line B. The evaluation included identifying all the individual setup
activities and performing a time study to evaluate the total length of time it takes for each
corresponding activity. A common challenge in traditional setup operations is that the internal
and external setup activities are often confused. A production analysis allows for the
differentiation of the internal and external setup activities. The analysis of each setup process
allows for elimination of unnecessary downtime during a setup process (Robinson, 1990). This
study utilized a continuous process analysis which was performed with a stopwatch. The
stopwatch provided a detailed time measurement of each individual setup element at each
assembly station. The time to complete each setup element was recorded in chronological order
in a current state setup observation chart. In addition, each movement by the operator to
complete each of the individual tasks was also tracked and mapped on a spaghetti diagram
utilizing current state floor layout.
Step 2: Determination of Internal and External Setup Processes.
The second step consisted of determining the internal and external setup processes. This
consisted of classifying each individual task from step one and categorizing them into internal
and external processes. In the current state, all internal setup elements included operations which
were performed while the line was in an idle status. Internal setup elements included machine
setup operations, line clearance activities, and vision inspection challenges. Contrarily, the
external elements included operations that were performed while the line was assembling parts.
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Step 3: Conversion of Internal and External Setup Processes.
Step three consisted of trying to convert the internal and external processes where
possible. Converting the internal and external processes consisted of reexamining operations and
determining ways to convert internal processes to external processes. Understanding and
strategizing the operations that can be done while the machine is running as well as determining
which tasks require the machine or line to be down can reduce the overall setup process 30 to 50
percent and ultimately allow for setup process times to achieve single minutes (Robinson, 1990;
Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006; Shingo, 1981/1989). Once the internal and external setup
elements were identified the next step in the SMED implementation was to convert as many
internal setup elements to external elements. It is important to understand that during the
conversion of an internal to external setup element the actual setup operation will not be
changed. The current state analysis of complete changeovers between the 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg
product configurations on line A and line B indicated that internal and external activities were
already being conducted appropriately. All of the internal operations recorded on the changeover
element charts included in Appendix A and Appendix B were evaluated for potential conversion
from internal to external.
Step 4: Streamlining Internal and External Setup Processes
Step four consisted of streamlining both internal and external processes at each individual
assembly station. Streamlining internal setup operations can be achieved by the implementation
of parallel operations, use of quick removal attachments, elimination of adjustments, and the use
of mechanization (Shingo, 1983/1985). Although the internal processes could not be converted
to external processes as indicated in project step 3, it was found during this study that there were
many ways to streamline the current state internal and external operations to reduce the overall
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changeover process. As shown in this study a complete current state changeover takes anywhere
from three to five hours from last completed part to first assembly produced on the next lot. The
first element of streamlining included the implementing the assistance of additional operators at
each station to help assist in changeovers and eliminating individual tasks and adjustments of
technicians. In addition, standardized operator changeover documents where created for use at
each individual process step. These documents are part of the new changeover process and will
incorporate parallel operations conducted by operators at each process step. The implementation
of a changeover system of parallel operations will allow for an overall time reduction in
changeover process due to the separation of technical and non-technical setup operations, which
does not exist in the current state.
In addition to conducting parallel operations another method of streamlining is the
implementation of quick removal attachments and fasteners. At the adjustment screw setting
stations (Assembly Process Step 3) the dose blocks must be removed and replaced during
changeovers as they are dose specific to each configuration. The dose blocks are calibrated
gauge blocks that set the first dose of each drug cartridge. Normally, these blocks are removed
and fastened by the PST, however the new streamlined process allows for the operators to
remove the dose blocks. As noted above in Table 1 the removal of the 0.3mg Dose Block on AS41 took 15 minutes. Normally, this task takes less than a minute, however according to the
current state examination the PST could not locate the wrench to remove the Dose Block which
resulted in an internal delay of 15 minutes. According to Birmingham & Jelinek (2007) placing
tools in the same place on carts or shadow boards allows for a significant reduction in external
setup operations. The improved future state change over procedure consists of the removal of
the dose blocks by loosening and removing two torque screws with a point of use wrench which
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is located at the station on a shadow board. After the dose block is removed the dose block and
the two torque screws are placed in a dedicated spot for removal to the changeover cart. The
point of use implementation will eliminate any future need to have to look for wrenches. In
addition, the shadow board will also offer a visual indication if the wrench is missing from the
point of use location at the assembly station.
The reduction of process waste is another fundamental objective to increase the
efficiency of a process. During the assessment of the current state changeover a time and motion
studies of each setup element was conducted. Spaghetti diagrams were created to map out the
travel and transportation activities required to complete each setup operation. The spaghetti
diagram offered a visual representation of where wasted and redundant motion occurs. The
diagram justified the need for SMED tools such as dedicated changeover carts and point of use
tools.
Step 5: Standardization of Internal and External Setup Processes
Step five consisted of standardization of both internal and external processes. Similar to
streamlining the internal and external processes the next step of SMED implementation in
changeovers is the standardization of internal and external processes. Due to the complexity of
having multiple assembly stations with specific changeover operations and three separate
assembly shifts standardized changeover documents specific to each process step were written
and controlled. These documents include step by step instructions of setup operations and line
clearance activities specific to the individual assembly station. Each changeover document
includes reference and instructional pictures specific to each station. In addition, there were
separate changeover documents created for both the quality technician and production support
technician. These documents provide specific instructions for the technicians to follow for each
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changeover and will increase overall consistency between all shifts regarding the technical
internal setup requirements. Appendix E includes all of the controlled changeover documents
that will be used on future state change overs. Similarly, Appendix F is the future state
changeover list for each changeover. These lists include numbers steps of the required internal
operations that must be conducted while the assembly line is down.
In addition to the creation of the changeover documents all of the shifts were formally
trained. A standard training presentation was given to each shift. To ensure a consistent transfer
of training anyone that was absent during these training sessions were trained by means of
Phillips Plastics internal training procedure which allows them to review and sign post formal
training session. After the formal training sessions each employee will conduct a review of each
document and sign off on training rosters. Following the final document control the controlled
master copy of each changeover document and applicable training roster will be posted at each
assembly station for reference and use during each future state changeover.
The future state changeover carts were also scrutinized to standardization. A total of six
individual changeover carts were constructed for each dose configuration. Each changeover cart
has color-coded cart labels specific for each dose configuration/platform applied to each cart.
The carts have individually labeled rack locations for each dose specific component and material
required for manufacturing. The standard locations of components and materials, which are
identical across all changeover carts, will increase consistency and operator recognition.
As noted by King (2008) communication is a key element in the overall success in an
improvement effort as it improves the ability to anticipate an upcoming change. Standardized
methods of communication were implemented by using visual indicators at each station as well
as added an additional changeover section on the production tracking visual board. The
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production tracking board includes color coded indicator which indicates current build
configuration as well as the next lot configuration. This implementation allows improved
communication and anticipation for the upcoming changeover. In addition, each station now has
a dedicated fixture/location where the operator will post a “station complete” green indicator
circle. Once the changeover tasks are complete at an individual station the operator will affix the
green indicator circle. The posted circle provides visual communication to the technician that the
station is ready for final line clearance verification and sign off. The last picture page of each
changeover document included in Appendix E illustrates the green indicator circles and station
location for the visual communication implementation.
Step 6: Testing SMED Implementations
Lastly, step six included the testing of the individual implementations. Similarly to step
one, testing included a time study that will evaluate the total length it takes for a complete
change over after streamlining and standardization. Unfortunately, due to multiple supplier
constraints and unplanned downtime the manufacturing line A and line B were inactive during
the implementation and testing phase of the project; therefore a complete changeover process
could not be conducted or tested with the new implementations. Due to these circumstances only
the individual operations where new tools were implemented could be simulated with trained
technicians at individual assembly station.
Subject Selection and Description
The complete changeover in an assembly process between the 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg
product configuration was evaluated in this field study. The study includes observing all setup
activities of the production support technician and quality technician. The setup activities
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observed in this study include individual setup steps such as assembly station sub-processes,
movement to complete setup tasks, and total completion time.
Data Collection Procedures
The method to collect data in this study was conducted by recording the total time from
the last off product to the first off product and assessing the individual internal and external setup
processes time. This also included visible assessment of the entire changeover process from start
to finish. The study also included recording and measuring the distances traveled by the
operators conducting the changeover activities, and timing each individual setup activity.
Limitations
The application of tools and techniques of SMED methodologies will allow for time
savings and increased asset utilization during assembly changeover processes. This study was
applied to a high volume medical device assembly line which is subjected to continuous
improvement initiatives and optimization. With the needs of the customer constantly changing,
there may be a requirement in the future for additional product configurations or new automation
outside of the scope of this research project. The first limitation of this study is that it includes
the current manufacturing cells and processes. If the assembly line becomes more automated in
the future the study is limited to the current assembly line processes.
The second limitation is that this study is limited to the currently controlled assembly
configurations which include only the 0.15mg and 0.3mg product configurations. If new product
configurations are added and will be built on the current assembly line processes/equipment, a
separate study and applicable training will need to be conducted to ensure that the SMED
methodologies are applied and the individuals involved have been adequately trained.
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Summary
The objective of SMED implementation was to streamline and standardize the current
changeover process and develop a new changeover system. The study consisted of six main
steps which were derived from SMED methodology. The first step evaluated the current state of
a complete changeover on manufacturing line A and line B by analyzing the continuous process
which was performed with a stopwatch. The time to complete each setup element was recorded
in chronological order in a current state setup observation chart and motion was charted on a
spaghetti diagram. The second step consisted of determining the internal and external setup
processes by classifying each individual task from step one and categorizing them into internal
and external processes. Step three consisted of the analysis of the setup elements and trying to
convert internal and external processes where possible. Step four consisted of streamlining both
external and internal processes at each individual assembly station by implementing additional
operator support through parallel operations, quick removal and point of use tools, and
construction of dedicated changeover carts. Step five consisted of standardization of both
internal and external processes by methods of the creation of implementing changeover
documents for each station, standardized training, standardized changeover carts, and visual
communication implementations. Lastly, step six included the testing of the individual SMED
implementations. Although the entire changeover process utilizing the new changeover system
and implementations could not be analyzed, the research could only simulate individual
operations where new point of use tools with trained technicians at individual assembly station.
The future state implementation parallel operations and improved changeover process could not
be completely simulated, however through analysis and time savings assessment realized from
for the analysis of the former state the researcher can speculate with confidence that the SMED
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implementations and new changeover system implementation can be applied to achieve future
reduction of the overall time that is required to conduct a complete changeover.
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Chapter IV: Results
The purpose of this study was to reduce the overall setup time of a complete changeover
process between a 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg product configuration for manufacturing lines A and B
located at Phillips Medical, at Menomonie, WI. The single minute exchange of dies (SMED)
methodology was applied to analyze and optimize the current state to achieve the objective of
overall setup time reduction on assembly line A and line B. The setup reduction project
consisted of six main implementation steps derived from the SMED methodology. The first step
evaluated the current state of a complete changeover on manufacturing line A and line B. The
evaluation included identifying all the individual setup activities and a time study conducted to
evaluate the total length of time it takes for each corresponding activity. The second step
consisted of determining the internal and external setup processes. This consisted of the
classifying each individual task from step one and categorization of them into internal and
external processes. Step three consisted of the conversion of the internal and external processes.
The internal and external processes were converted through reexamination of the assembly
station operations and analysis of the individual station requirements. Step four consisted of
streamlining both external and internal processes at each individual assembly station. Step five
consisted of standardization of both internal and external processes. Lastly, step six included
testing of the implementations. Similarly to step one, testing only included the individual
implementations due to the line not being active. This study did not include an overall time study
that will evaluate the total length it takes for a complete change over after streamlining and
standardization.
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Project Step 1: Evaluation of Current State of Changeover Process.
The analysis of the 0.3mg to a 0.15mg changeover indicated that it takes 2 hours 46
minutes and 32 seconds for internal setup elements and 2 hours 20 minutes and 22 seconds for
external setup elements. The maximum time of an individual internal setup element was 20
minutes and 25 seconds which was the labeler type chase setup. The type chase setup consisted
of a thermal transfer printing system which required an operator to remove the type chase printer
stamp and manually change the individual print characters. The maximum time of an individual
external setup element was 32 minutes 20 seconds which was the preparation of materials in the
warehouse. In total, 5 hours 6 minutes and 54 seconds was required for a complete changeover
from the last good assembly of the previous lot and first good assembly of the next run for a
0.3mg to a 0.15mg changeover.
The analysis of the 0.15mg to 0.3mg changeover indicated that it takes 1 hour 38 minutes
and 29 seconds for internal setup elements and 1 hour 56 minutes and 45 seconds for external
setup elements. The maximum time of an individual internal setup element was 33 minutes and
57 seconds which was the labeler type chase setup. The maximum time of an individual external
setup element was 20 minutes 50 seconds which was the preparation of the labels from inventory
and line clearance by quality technicians. In total, 3 hours 33 minutes and 14 seconds was
required for a complete changeover from the last good assembly of the previous lot and first
good assembly of the next run for a 0.15mg to 0.3mg changeover).
Further analysis and comparison of the two changeovers times and motion studies
indicated that there is a lack of consistency between the internal and external setup elements
which supports the need of standardized changeover procedure which is one of the primary
objectives of this project.
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Project Step 2: Determination of Internal and External Setup Processes.
During the analysis of each changeover each setup operation was identified and recorded
as either an internal or external setup operation. Appendix A shows each individual setup
operations labeled as either internal or external with the setup times of each for the current state
0.3mg to 0.15mg configuration changeover. Similarly, Appendix B indicates the individual
internal and external setup times and the applicable process elements of each for the current state
0.15mg to 0.3mg configuration changeover.
Project Step 3: Conversion of Internal and External Setup Processes.
Upon examination none of current state internal processes could be converted from
internal to external. It was found that all of the internal operations were required to be conducted
after the last good part was produced at each applicable assembly station. The results from the
analysis indicated that there were three main required internal setup elements which included:
vision challenge, jig/fixture setup, and line clearance activities. The first internal process was
conducting the vision challenge, which included testing our vision inspection systems with
known reject samples. The second internal process was the jig/fixture setup which included the
removal of all dose specific assembly fixtures, nests, and jigs. The third internal process was the
line clearance, which included a complete inspection of all stations for dose specific components,
labeling, and paperwork from previous manufacturing lot. The vision challenges cannot be
conducted until the last finished assembly has been fully inspected. Similarly, the line clearance,
which is a good manufacturing practice (GMP) requirement, cannot be completed until the
current manufactured lot has been completed. Similarly, all other internal processes are
fixture/station setup requirements which are specific to the dosage application. The dose specific
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setup requirements such as dose blocks and assembly fixtures could not be completed until the
last finished good was finished at each station.
Project Step 4: Streamlining Internal and External Setup Processes.
The analysis showed that the total time of all internal elements in a 0.3mg Generic -to0.15mg Branded changeover takes 2 hours 46 minutes and 32 seconds, whereas a 0.15mg
Generic -to- 0.30mg Generic changeover takes 1 hour 38 minutes and 29 seconds. The
implementation of additional support from an operator at each process step, individual standard
operator instructions, and parallel operations will offer significant time savings. Tables 1 and 2
below show the potential time savings of the new streamlined changeover process in both the
internal and external setup operations in the future state of Generic to Branded and Generic to
Generic changeover procedures.
Table 1
Future State – Time Savings from Parallel Operations Implementation (0.3mg Generic-to0.15mg Branded)
Internal Operations - (Conducted in Parallel by Operators)
1 Remove 0.3mg Drive Rods & Applicable label
2 Conduct Station Line Clearance / Signoff
3 Remove 0.3mg Dose Block AS-41 line A
4 Remove 0.3mg Dose Block As-58 line B
5 AS-40 Caser Generic Fixture Removal
6 AS-40 Caser Branded Fixture Installation
7 AS-46 Caser Generic Fixture Removal
8 AS-46 Caser Branded Fixture Installation
Savings From Parallel Operations Implementation:
Total Internal Setup Time (Appendix A):
Percent Reduction:
External Operations - (Conducted in Parallel by Operators)
1 Remove 0.3mg Stop Collars & Applicable label
2 Remove 0.3mg Bushings & Applicable label
3 Remove Generic Nose Caps (smooth)
4 Remove Generic Sheath Removers

Time
0:14:35
0:14:31
0:15:00
0:01:18
0:01:07
0:02:00
0:01:48
0:01:00
0:51:19
2:46:32
30.81%
Time
0:02:30
0:02:35
0:02:30
0:02:35

Unit
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Unit
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Remove Generic Firing Assemblies (Gray Safety Caps)
Remove Foam Pads (0.5")
Remove Generic Case Bottoms
Remove Generic Case Tops
Issue 0.15mg Stop Collars & Applicable label
Issue 0.15mg Drive Rods & Applicable label
Issue 0.15mg Bushings & Applicable label
Issue Branded Nose Caps (Knurled)
Issue Branded Sheath Removers (Green)
Issue Firing Assemblies (Green)
Add Foam Pads (0.25")
Issue Branded Case Tops
Issue Branded Case Bottoms / Load into AM-43 Hopper
Savings From Parallel Operations Implementation:
Total External Setup Time (Appendix A):
Percent Reduction:

0:03:15
Min.
0:02:30
Min.
0:03:15
Min.
0:03:04
Min.
0:02:30
Min.
0:02:14
Min.
0:02:05
Min.
0:02:10
Min.
0:01:49
Min.
0:02:05
Min.
0:03:54
Min.
0:03:15
Min.
0:23:00
Min.
1:05:16 Hour/Min.
2:20:22 Hour/Min.
46.50%

Table 2
Future State – Time Savings from Parallel Operations Implementation (0.15mg Generic-to0.30mg Generic)
Internal Operations - (Conducted in Parallel by Operators)
1 Remove 0.15mg & Install 0.3mg Dose Block AS-41 Line A
2 Remove 0.15mg Install 0.3mg Dose Block AS-58 Line B
3 Remove 0.15mg Drive Rods out of AS-52
4 Cleaned out Drive Rods out of AS-72
5 Conduct Station Line Clearance and Signoff
6 Install 0.3mg Dose Block AS-41 Line A
Savings From Parallel Operations Implementation:
Total Internal Setup Time (Appendix B):
Percent Reduction:
External Operations - (Conducted in Parallel by Operators)
1 Clearing Finished Cased Parts
Remove 0.15mg Case Bottoms from the Line to change
2 over cart
3 Remove 0.15mg Stop Collars & Applicable label
4 Remove 0.15mg Bushings & Applicable label
Finished cleaning out Build Lines and disposition
5 components
6 Remove 0.15mg Drive Rods from AS-52

Time
0:00:25
0:00:56
0.02:55
0:01:35
0:10:30
0.00:32
0:13:26
1:38:29
13.64%
Time
0:01:15

Unit
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Hour/Min.

0:02:12
0:04:00
0:04:30

Min.
Min.
Min.

0:02:25
0:02:47

Min.
Min.

Unit
Min.
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Remove 0.15mg Drive Rods from AS-72
Stop Collars issued to the Build Lines
Issue the 0.3mg Drive Rods to the Build Lines
Issue 0.3mg Bushings to the Build Lines
Disposition cart/containers
Verify Work Instructions
Obtain 0.3mg Dose Block Kits
Load Case Bottoms into Hopper
Savings From Parallel Operations Implementation:
Total External Setup Time (Appendix B):
Percent Reduction:

0:02:39
0:02:05
0:01:58
0:01:05
0:01:05
0:05:05
0:01:19
0:01:35
0:34:00
1:56:45
29.12%

Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Hour/Min.

It was also noted in the study that there was definite pattern of repetitive and wasted
motion regarding line clearance, component issuance, and disposition operations. Appendices C
and D illustrate both the line clearance and component issuance transportation activities of the
current state changeovers. Line clearance activity is a (GMP) requirement that consists of
ensuring that all components, labeling, and configuration specific materials are removed prior to
commencing manufacturing of the next batch. Component issuance transportation activities
consist of current practice of adding and removing components to the manufacturing line. The
future state process will utilize changeover carts which will greatly reduce the length of travel
and number of trips from the assembly area. The changeover carts will be fully prepared in
advance with all of the necessary documentation, labeling, components, fixtures and testing
equipment specific to the next configuration of changeover. The changeover cart and all other
necessary components such as Nose Cap Assemblies, Firing Assemblies, and Adjustment Screws
will be located at a maximum of five feet from the assembly line. This point of use strategy will
reduce the overall length of travel and the amount of trips by more than 50% as majority of the
required movements will not have to exceed the distance of five feet from manufacturing line A
and line B.
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The application of SMED methodologies will allow for a for a more streamlined
changeover process between a 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg product configuration for lines A and line B.
The implementation of parallel operations will significantly reduce the amount of time and labor
of the technicians. The new streamlined implementation will allow for the PST or QT to
dedicate their time and complete the technical internal setup operations, which will alone reduce
the overall internal setup time by 30.8% Generic to Branded and 13.6% Generic to Branded and
will help improve the balance of future state setup operations.
Project Step 5: Standardization of Internal and External Setup Processes.
In efforts to design a more standardized change over system, standardized changeover
documents were controlled with Phillips Medical document control systems which are specific to
each process step. Appendix E includes all of the controlled changeover documents that will be
used by all operators across all shifts on future state change overs. Similarly, Appendix F is the
future state changeover lists, which includes separate lists for each changeover and the required
internal operations that must be conducted while the assembly line is down for both changeover.
In addition, a total of six individual changeover carts were constructed for each dose
configuration. Each changeover cart has color-coded cart labels specific for each dose
configuration/platform. The carts have individually labeled rack locations for each dose specific
component and material required for manufacturing. The standard locations of components and
materials, which are identical across all changeover carts, will increase consistency and operator
recognition. Effective communication is a key to future changeover success. In the future state
changeover process standardized methods of communication by using visual indicators at each
station as well as added an additional changeover section on the production tracking visual
board. This implementation allows improved communication and anticipation for future
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changeovers. In addition, each work station has a dedicated fixture/location where the operator
will post a “station complete” green indicator circle. The last picture page of each changeover
document included in Appendix E illustrates the green indicator circles and station location for
the visual communication implementation. All shifts were trained and a controlled master copy
of each changeover document and applicable training roster were posted at each assembly station
for reference and use during the future state changeovers and the life of the posted document
revision.
Project Step 6: Testing of the SMED implementations.
Due to multiple supplier constraints and unplanned downtime the manufacturing line A
and line B were inactive during the implementation phase of the project; therefore a complete
changeover could not be conducted or tested with the new implementations. Due to these
circumstances this study simulated only the individual operations where new tools were
implemented with trained technicians. The first SMED implementation tested was the
implementation of the point-of-use tool and changeover cart used for dose block removal
operation. As noted in Appendix A, the removal of 0.3mg dose blocks on the adjustment screw
setting device (AS-41) took 15 minutes and the installation of the 0.15mg dose block took 5
minutes 50 seconds to install. Upon testing the implementation of the point-of-use tool and the
close proximity of the new changeover cart contributed to a total time savings of 19 minutes and
2 seconds or 92.7% reduction in an individual internal setup operation.
The implementation of the changeover carts will also allow for reduction of redundant
movements from the warehouse to assembly line. The standardized movement of presenting
fully stocked changeover carts in and out only when changeovers occur will allow for a
reduction in wasted motion of over 50% of during each changeover.
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Although the complete future state implementations could not be fully tested, it can be
assumed through assessment of the former state of changeovers that the incorporation of parallel
operator support at each station allows for reduction of overall internal time of 51 minutes and 19
seconds per Generic to Branded changeover and 13 minutes 26 seconds or per Generic to
Generic changeover. Similarly, the implementations also allow for a reduction in external setup
operation of 1 hour and 5 minutes per Generic to Branded changeover and 34 minutes per
Generic to Generic changeover. The original changeover method consisted of the technicians
conducting all of the internal and external tasks. The savings from implementing changeover
carts will help improve the balance of setup operations.
After the initial identification of the internal and external setup operations, standardizing,
and streamlining the current state changeover a comprehensive list was created that includes only
the required internal setup requirements. The future state changeover list do not include the
additional external setup operations or internal operations conducted in parallel by operators as
these will be assumed SMED implementation improvements. Being that the entire changeover
process could not be tested, the total times remaining will be based off former state internal
operation times required. The times may be subject to even further reductions as a result of the
point of use changeover cart implementation and standardization of changeover tasks.
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Summary
The application of SMED concepts on an assembly line changeover can offer
improvements from the current state (0.3mg Generic to a 0.15mg Branded) changeover, which
takes 5 hours 6 minutes and 54 seconds, to a future state time of 1 hour 17 min 39 seconds or
less. Similarly, improvements from the current state (0.15mg Generic to a 0.3mg Generic)
changeover, which takes 3 hours 33 minutes and 14 seconds, to a future state time of 57 minutes
and 47 seconds or less. In either case, implementing the foundational principles of SMED can
allow for future overall setup time reductions of 75% for (0.3mg Generic to a 0.15mg Branded)
and 73% (0.15mg Generic to a 0.3mg Generic) changeovers.
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Chapter V: Discussion
The SMED implementations and new changeover system implementation carried out in
this thesis can be applied to achieve future reduction of the overall time that is required to
conduct a complete changeover. The current state of a complete changeover in the assembly
process between the 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg product configuration is very time consuming taking on
average of 3-4 hours on Manufacturing line A and line B. This field project was conducted with
the objective to examine the current state changeover process between a 0.15 mg and 0.3 mg
product configuration for both identical manufacturing lines A and line B and implement SMED
tools and develop a new changeover system to allow for future reduction of the overall setup
time to reduce overall setup time to increase utilization of both human resources and machines to
maximum overall output. In order to achieve improvements SMED methodologies were applied
to the current state changeover process. There were six primary process steps applied which
were derived from SMED. The first step observed the current state of a complete changeover on
manufacturing line A and line B. The evaluation included identifying all the individual setup
activities and a time study was performed to evaluate the total length of time it took for each
corresponding activity. The second step consisted of determining the internal and external setup
processes. This consisted of the classification of each individual task from step one and the
categorization into internal and external processes. Step three consisted of the conversion of the
internal to external processes. Step four consisted of streamlining both external and internal
processes at each individual assembly station. Step five consisted of standardization of both
internal and external processes. Lastly, step six tested the SMED implementations of the future
state changeover process. Similarly to step one, testing included a time study and analysis that
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evaluated the total length it takes for a complete changeover tasks or process after streamlining
and standardization.
Limitations
Applying the tools and techniques of SMED methodologies allows for time savings and
increased asset utilization during assembly changeover processes such as medical device
assembly lines which is applied in this research project. With the needs of the customer
constantly changing, there may be a requirement in the future for additional product
configurations or new automation outside of the scope of this research project. The first
limitation of this study is that it includes the current manufacturing cells and processes. A new
automated labeler (AM-47) was added to the assembly line after the initial assessment of the
current state of the changeovers. Therefore, any internal or external setup operations regarding
the decommissioned labelers (AS-65, AM-20 & AM-30) could not be included in this study. Any
time associated with the old labelers or ancillary equipment was not included in the final testing
or analysis.
The second limitation is that this study is limited to the currently controlled assembly
configurations which include only the 0.15mg and 0.3mg product configurations. If new product
configurations are added and will be built on the current assembly line processes/equipment, a
separate study, applicable training, and changeover implementations will need to be conducted to
ensure that the SMED methodologies are applied and the individuals involved have been
adequately trained.
The final limitation of this study was the constraint of the manufacturing line being
inactive during the implementation phase of the project. The line was inactive due to supplied
component constraints external of Phillips Plastics. Therefore, the complete future state
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changeover could not be tested and only individual simulations with a trained technician could
occur and be measured. Due to the fact that the complete future state changeover could not be
measured it is probable that the new required internal setup requirements determined in this
study will be the minimum time it will take for a changeover to occur in the future state.
Conclusions
Although SMED was first developed in dies and presses, the methodologies can be
applied industry wide. After studying the application of SMED concepts on a complete medical
device manufacturing line A and line B, it is concluded that SMED is an effective tool to provide
structure and methods resulting in overall setup time reduction, increased asset utilization, and
improved capacity of a complete assembly line.
The basic determination of what can or cannot be carried out in advance to an actual
changeover activity is a key element of SMED. Once the identification of internal and external
setup processes have been achieved and streamlined, setup processes can achieve single minutes
(Santos, Torres, & Wysk, 2006). It was found in the study that there was preexisting separation
of internal and external elements. However, it was immediately noted that there was a lack of
standardization and limited support to conduct the setup activities required for an entire assembly
line in the current state changeover process. Once the internal and external process steps were
determined in project step two, the setup process was streamlined and standardized. Due
supplier constraints and line down situations the complete future state implementations could not
be fully tested. It is probable through analysis and assessment of the former state of changeovers
that the incorporation of SMED tools will allow for the overall potential reduction of 75% in
0.3mg Generic to a 0.15mg Branded and 73% reduction of 0.15mg Generic to a 0.3mg Generic
changeovers. According to Shingo and other leading experts indicate that successful SMED
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implementations can result in overall setup reductions of 50-70%, which directly correlated with
the results in this field study (Shingo, 1981/1989).
Recommendations
SMED implementations are an effective way to reduce waste and offer standardization to
changeover processes of an entire assembly process. Due to having multiple assembly stations
with individual setup requirements for each station there is an increased need for a robust and
standardized changeover process. The results of this field study indicate that substantial time
savings can be realized in custom assembly processes. In order to understand the impact of
implementation of the SMED tools the researcher recommends additional engineering follow up
and assessment of the complete changeover process. The future state assessment can be carried
out by repeating process step 1. The future engineer tasked with implementing the procedures
developed should conduct a continuous process analysis with a stopwatch. The stopwatch can
provide a detailed time measurement of each individual setup element at each assembly station.
The time to complete each setup element should be recorded in chronological order in a future
state setup observation chart. A direct comparison of former and future state should be
conducted to realize the overall time reduction resultant of the tools implemented in this study.
It is recommended that the ideas of the operators and technicians, who actually carry out
the changeovers and utilize the tools, should be considered and implemented if deemed feasible
by engineering and management. As the medical sector continues to be more competitive, the
application of SMED on other assembly processes will allow for Phillips Plastics to better serve
our customer and increase overall capacity for future business growth.
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Appendix A: Current State Setup Observation Chart (0.3mg Generic-to-0.15mg Branded).
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Appendix B: Current State Setup Observation Chart (0.15mg Generic-to-0.30mg Generic).
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Appendix C: Current State Spaghetti Diagrams (0.3mg Generic-to-0.15mg Branded).
Line Clearance Movements

Component Issuance Movements
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Appendix D: Current State Spaghetti Diagrams (0.15mg Generic-to-0.30mg Generic).
Line Clearance Movements

Component Issuance Movements
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Appendix E: Standard Changeover Documents (Process Steps 1-8, QT & PST).
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3.4.

Afl« msunng Wo l.tS1 as~ly b.u ~ ptOCtSWd folklw ~ c~ 0\'tr ~ lmtd 111 tbto llbl~
btlow for Noo·'1.1ke-for·Lak~" ~1'1'\'m (,, o.t.tmr w o..~mtQP'O.Jmt '" O.J)Jrf,g)
Pr'ocn\ ~1

1
l

vmtv..uV

Pave 1 ora

doo:• - u•-

tuf.Gwt-att..oii»W<

C IU• •0.-.r -

outot'l"rot~Sio

ff>. f - hw~W-tt~c-

udk" r•+et &tou.

c..~

lbiM.
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PART N.tME:

MACHINE 10($}:

• ·~• •o

lo' llll.mbor~Uf ,1ff\ltll f
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PART NAME;

PROC·f S$ Slf flil7

CL OSE UP OF CASE
BOTTOM FEEDER
TRACK

,0_•.

n.. dacumtlflll$ , , ,_ _

85

_Phillips
.....__.,._
"'ACH~f J[)t$};

UNDER THE HOPPER AND
BOWL FEEDER

LOOK AROUND CORNERS
AND BETWEEN WIRES

86

----·
['Jhllhps

LOOK FOR ROLLS
OF LABELS LEFT
ON THE LABELER

LOOK UNDER LABEL MACHINE
FOR LABEL S AND FINISHED

87

('Jhllhps
~-·-

.....

ALL REJECT LABELS REMOVED FROM
THEBINDER

88

PhillipS

............._ _oW-

P~1ot8

89

PART NAME:

MACH-INE lO(S);

INSIDE REJECT B INS
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l.

Pu..~pOSt

1. 1.

l k porposr ofth» ~ ts 10 J:rondt l1lStnJdlOO fur opm1on 10 \"'fldu('t tb-..(l\"ffl111lt <ltaran«
;,ctl\'illlt'!i f9«:1.6l: to~' Slep$ • Wb1~ Room Mwmbly.

1. Ddinltioll(

2 .1

Uk.t.for.UI\.t CliiD~\·tr• ltK'IPdtos the f~q~·tr.
2. 1 t
OIS""'SJ)£Al toO.tS-m&SDEAt
(US1.11$Tl

0-3m;sSOSAirooJ:~J~$S DSAJ
<lJ1"8 T J to OJMj.1'J

2. 1 4

2.2.

~o•·Ukt-.for·Likt Cbl~Btto'"~"f·IIIICMks lbt OOUOYo~('C)QfigurtlllOn c~·tr

U.l

2.2.2:.
2.23.

.l.

Cl•:~~na~ Onl' I

3. 1.

loO. ISl~ TJ

2.U:.

l.U

0 Ums S.O£At to0.3mt SDEA.l(or)O.Jn-a SOEAl 10 0 Ut1!8$1)1W
0 UrJ18Tl lo0#11$TI(or)O )mf!TI toO 1$01fTJ
0.1SwgSDEAl to O. IS.q TJ (or) O. lSai@TI lo0. llll8 SD£AI

1,.1111!' Clt• nu•u Opti'IIIM' Iaururtlon (PROCUS S"rtP SJ

Aft~ lbrluc8oodpartJw.b«oa~ l ~lt'df«WCI.U\'alloc~~"'~s

S1<p 8)
Tilt OPtRA TORS ARE TO COXOCCT nrt FOLL0\\1;\"G ACTI\1Tits TO ASSIST IX Tilt
('H.,\:-'(:£..0\"I:R P KOCt.SS:

3~
3 .3.
3...

O¢t:MI~&~~e !be ~btformcon6gprat100 o( 11c:X1 .,."Of\: O«kt .srbtdukd (o~ PSS Of QT).

Afttt msuru-s~t~t bsl wedlly hots~~ foUow~O\W"Siqn ll~ md!t ttblt bdov.·.

~W:t·f«·Lt.l:t'' Clw:iotf'O'"tn (~. (#.IJ"tg r<1 O.IJM& (II' O.J•If'$ r<1 O.J"'$)

AI\« ~111Q8 1211!' LUI .s.~ly b:ls ~ ~ folki>A' lbt.- rb.ulgt- 0\'« '14tfK l"lfd 1t11ht l:.b1t
bdo'.\• f~rNon."Lil:~fot·W:~" ~om(/«. O.ISiflltt<J O. .'llftM O.Jmt If) D.J$mt)
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CO)."flGUllo\TIO~ CO~I?O~'E.\r"TS All£ PUS£:'\it'S CAGE
O~tt CART ISSl'O<"nOAND V!IUf'IC-ATIO." lS

1$ AUTHoa.JZEOTO 8Rero IN~"fJWCHAt\(j.li..Q\'lS:. <'AAT E!'o'$1.tll£ F7 S))S ts P\I'T ~ :-;E'\\'

PROCESS .SUP I

••,v.,,.. l.f~, (n Al!r"('IMM, q.:..,. d~~INodu C'~•ef"*"
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PART NAME;
MACHI.HE 10($)'!

PROCESS STEI' 8- AR£AS Of £:\'II' BAS IS
noll•

'""'"o•...-•n,(LOC>Mn
fhlhltn wilt! Wt•ncll In fixtul• kit)

l••·f« ..k•

ON CON VEYOR
OR IN BLUE BIN

93

Phtlllps
.-&A---

PART NAME:

UNDER TABLE
IN REJECT BIN OR
TOTE

UNDER SCALE

94

PAATNAM!.:

SID~JE'eT BINS
(LOOK BETWEEN BLUE BINS)
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CHA!'C't OVER PROCESS Ft.OW PROOUCTIO~ StiPPORT SPECIAJ,.IST· WTITT[ ROO). I

ASSt:m.u..Y

~.."'"'·""'"""'

,,

......k

"

J)_

<)

E<lerr ~~~' 111'10 1QMS ;o::ad •~'*>"t !to111 :M.tormbtyiiDr

~)

),~~

'"""COIIIPOI'"* •~ offlbc: bl)f 2nd pol 111 dl,lu~'ng~

,,

o) ,.~~ asc-6- &- fi...Jhe4 toe- ofbllad Mu.

.,
" """'

"'"' '
"'
"'

"'"'
"'

ofO<m (w •~

.,.

.,

"''""''
" "'"

"""""' '

'

...,"....

JB

'" "'""'
"'
:0) '

r .....- .

"' ""!
"'
"'

"'"'

- '')

__

...........
~,

' ' "' ,...... m "'"'

''""
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___......__ s
[Jhllhp
do:Ktw~<:~tl j , to p!'O\ ide in~lt\l('!iou f.:n- PI oductio.1 Supp¢~:t Sproali~l T<"tbui;; W1to
eood~t cba.:~tt:-o\·<'1 li1k d c.u..Ucc •~ti,·itiri ~ftt 1<1 tbt (Lmc A Litle 8 ) While RO¢Itll A)'K'.Illbly

The: ptupo~ of thi'

Tbt> Wo1·k

lu~lt-u ctlom

a ud B:.lcb Rt>cord cau

b.:- round iu Ill(' a pplicMblt' C biiUJ;t'· Owr

Carl/Cagt

ln\t"ll :lppl'o_a u;au dose bloC'k :.nd ~a~iug dc:l"ice
b locks.
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(Jhllll ['lS

PART NAME:

E~ Au~ (All PlaffOOl'IS)

CJIA.'"G[ 0\l:R PRoctSS fLOWQ CAUTYll:Cti~IClA.~ - WBJTt ROO.\ I ASSOffiL'I'
I . PtU'POiot

Tbc purpo~ ofd1i~ doxumn111~ 10 provide: U.~tnJC1ioet io.- ~lily Tcdmk~ 10 c:oudUoCt <hanacoO'\'c• liuc
d can:u:u:c t; li\ititio specific 10 lht (Lillc A Line 8) While Room AHc:mbl)·.
1.

Ot fi••hioa ~

2 .1

2.2.

Ukt4or~Ukt CIIIIIIJfO\'tr· lflt_IJ.tdH tbt fo!l~"ltl&~•<l\"«""

2.1 1

O.lSI:Il$SDEAho0.1Sft18SDJ!At

2.1.1.

2.1.1.

0.1SuJ8 TJ toO. I ScJI&T I
0.ltD~SO£Al to0.3mtSD'£AJ

2.1....

OJ.n~TIIIOOJ:•uaTJ

~ou..Ukt-ror-Likt Cllltlllf'O\'t r .. w~ 1M Col~ toaf~lioa t~-o\'W"
2.2.1.
0 I Sat& SD£AJ 110 O.lnl@ SDEo\1 (c.r) 0.3me SDEAIIIO O.lSms.SD£At
2.2.2.
OJStlt8 TJ to O.li.'IIB TJ (ot)O.lmgTJ toO. ISu113 TJ
2.2.3.
0.1.5m8SD£AJ 110 0 I Sit~~ TJ (""0 lSmt. TJ r.o OJ:II'Il! SOEA.i
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------·

Phillips

Rtl'l~'c- die '71!1$ LJ}~;"'£ HA$ BEEN
CL£A.R£D 8'/ OPERATOR" Orn:;, Cird c•fter che litk deas.~e b~ b«u Mly

complcrcd f'N.ro c~tb ~1111100

\.'a'li).' tbt

w,..p La~1 Rcj<:ct Shuh and C'~~ &!tom L•bcl

RcJCCt Manti h:t.\c b«.lmucn'«< fivu) ,.-, , IOU\ loc •ad thAt
tbtlc-.tl'< 1» ''\ITIW!a'" bbch in

the book~>. sbtt l!o. ¢1; \\ itb.in

1hc AM-47 (Y~kr).

Wbe(l \lpdali~ t!tc W'ouuAtiod \loa,.j will• tJI,.II<"~ ~ JIWl&\k:,, cxpn11ti~ C'PJT Jot. alld <c:!lpi!-.tiQ!* d:.tc,
ilhO wrt(y lh.>.lthc '-"\Kftnt bl.lild conrl$\li'IUJOO "('()fl(:Ctly<b~pJI'Iy~d 10 II)(: Slltl\' 1<11 eooii~li>'Q 10 be-

THlU $HOUL0 81

VE~"tiD Art0 CHANGEO TO

tH1-URt OPtRATOR

AW.vtl.HE.U Of CUJlAIHT
IUILD AND 'UftCOMIHO
CHAHGtOVER
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Change-Over Ca rt
(for Reference)

`

100

Appendix F: Future State Changeover List (required internal operations)
0.30mg Generic -to- 0.15mg Branded
1
2
3

AS-73 Generic Syringe Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line A
AS-75 Generic Final Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line A
AS-45 Generic Syringe Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line B

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

AS-50 Generic Final Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line B

18

Line Clearance

AS-73 Branded Syringe Vision Challenge (Startup) Line A
AS-75 Branded Final Vision Challenge (Startup) Line A
AS-45 Branded Syringe Vision Challenge (Startup) Line B
AS-50 Branded Final Vision Challenge (Startup) Line B
Install 0.15mg Dose Block AS-41 Line A
Install 0.15mg Dose Block AS-58 Line B
AS-41 Setup / CPU-Interface Settings
AS-41 Vision Challenge (No Dose)
AS-58 Setup / CPU-Interface Settings
AS-58 Vision Challenge (No Dose)
AS-72 Glue Bead Startup Checks / Settings Verification
AS-52 Glue Bead Startup Checks / Settings Verification
AM-47 Setup

0.15mg Generic -to- 0.30mg Generic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

AS-45 Branded Syringe Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line B
AS-50 Branded Final Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line B
AS-50 Branded Final Vision Challenge (Startup) Line B
AS-75 SDEAI Final Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line A
AS-75 SDEAI Final Vision Challenge (Startup) Line A
AS-73 SDEAI Syringe Vision Challenge (Closeout) Line A
AS-73 SDEAI Syringe Vision Challenge (Startup) Line A
AS-45 Branded Syringe Vision Challenge (Startup) Line B
AS-41 Vision Challenge (No Dose) 0.15 Closeout
Install 0.3mg Dose Block AS-41 Line A
AS-41 Vision Challenge (No Dose) 0.30 Startup
AS-58 Vision Challenge (No Dose) 0.15 Closeout
Install 0.3mg Dose Block AS-58 Line B
AS-58 Vision Challenge (No Dose) 0.30 Startup
AM-47 Setup
Line Clearance

